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Children’s

If you see a book you would like to read, click the link to place a hold. We will contact you when it is available

Title: History! : The past as you've never seen it before

Title: National Geographic kids United States atlas

Title: Phonics: First little readers

Personal author: Abe, Julie
Title: Eva Evergreen and the cursed witch

Personal author: Abe, Julie
Title: Eva Evergreen, semi-magical witch

Personal author: Adams, Jennifer
Title: Frankenstein: an anatomy primer

Personal author: Ahmed, Samira
Title: Amira & Hamza: the war to save the worlds

Personal author: Ajmera, Maya
Title: Global baby playtime

Title: The complete cookbook for young scientists

Personal author: Anastasio, Dina
Title: Where is the Eiffel Tower?

Personal author: Arnold, Tedd, author, illustrator
Title: Noodleheads do the impossible

Personal author: Ashman, Linda, author
Title: Phoebe Dupree is coming to tea!

Personal author: Avery, Bryan Patrick
Title: Cecilia's fundraiser

Personal author: Avery, Bryan Patrick
Title: Emily's big shot

Personal author: Avery, Bryan Patrick
Title: Mordecai's magic
Personal author: Avery, Bryan Patrick
Title: Shaw's solo

Personal author: Baptiste, Tracey
Title: Looking for a jumbie

Personal author: Barkley, Callie
Title: Liz's pie in the sky

Personal author: Bean, Brett
Title: Zoo patrol squad. A new sheriff in town

Personal author: Benton, Jim
Title: Catwad. Four me?

Personal author: Benton, Jim
Title: Catwad. Me, three!

Personal author: Benton, Jim
Title: Mood science

Personal author: Benton, Jim
Title: Recipe for disaster

Personal author: Berenstain, Jan
Title: The Berenstain bears phonics fun

Personal author: Boynton, Sandra
Title: Woodland dance!

Personal author: Bridwell, Norman
Title: Clifford's first Halloween

Personal author: Budzik, Mary
Title: Legendary creatures

Personal author: Burach, Ross
Title: The little butterfly that could

Personal author: Burnell, Heather Ayris
Title: Fair and square

Personal author: Burton, Jeffrey
Title: The wheels on the dump truck
Personal author: Butler, Dori Hillestad
Title: Someone is missing!

Personal author: Chau, Alina
Title: Marshmallow & Jordan

Personal author: Colfer, Chris
Title: A tale of sorcery...

Personal author: Cousins, Lucy
Title: Maisy’s surprise birthday party

Personal author: Coven, Wanda
Title: Henry Heckelbeck spy vs. spy

Personal author: Dean, Kim
Title: Making new friends

Personal author: Demuth, Patricia
Title: Where is the Great Wall?

Personal author: Depalma, Kate
Title: Joy to the world! : christmas around the globe

Personal author: DePaola, Tomie
Title: The cat on the Dovrefell: a Christmas tale

Personal author: Driscoll, Laura
Title: I want to be an engineer

Personal author: Edwards, Roberta
Title: Where is the Parthenon?

Personal author: Elliott, Rebecca
Title: Eva’s new pet

Personal author: Fan, Terry
Title: It fell from the sky

Personal author: Fleming, Candace
Title: Bulldozer's Christmas dig

Personal author: Fowler, Aisling
Title: Fireborn
Personal author: Gibbs, Edward
Title: *I spy with my little eye*

Personal author: Giles, Lamar
Title: *Last chance for Logan County*

Personal author: Green, John Patrick
Title: *InvestiGators. Ants in our P. A. N. T. S.*

Personal author: Hannigan, Kate
Title: *Boots*

Personal author: Hannigan, Kate
Title: *Mask*

Personal author: Hayes, Lucy D.
Title: *How did romans count to 100? : introducing roman numerals*

Personal author: Hayes, Lucy D.
Title: *How do you stop a moving train? : A physics book about forces*

Personal author: Hayes, Madeline J., author.
Title: *How do you measure a slice of pizza? : A book about geometry*

Personal author: Heiligman, Deborah
Title: *Clara Lemlich*

Personal author: Henkes, Kevin
Title: *A house*

Personal author: Hepworth, Amelia
Title: *Hello, baby animals!*

Personal author: Holm, Jennifer L.
Title: *Sunny makes a splash*

Personal author: Hoobler, Dorothy
Title: *Where is the Taj Mahal?*

Personal author: Ingalls, Ann
Title: *Ice cream soup*

Personal author: Jemison, Mae
Title: *Find where the wind goes: moments from my life*
Personal author: Johannes, Shelli R.
Title: **Shine like a unicorn**

Personal author: Johnson, Anne E.
Title: **Exploring Ancient India**

Personal author: Kann, Victoria
Title: **Rubylicious**

Personal author: Kann, Victoria
Title: **Treasuretastic**

Personal author: Keller, Joy
Title: **Frankenslime**

Personal author: Kim, Carol
Title: **King Sejong invents an alphabet**

Personal author: Koppens, Judith
Title: **Mila and the monsters**

Personal author: Kule, Elaine A
Title: **Exploring the Ancient Maya**

Personal author: Lasky, Kathryn
Title: **Faceless**

Personal author: Liberts, Jennifer
Title: **Go, go, planes!**

Personal author: Long, Ethan
Title: **From season to season**

Personal author: MacLachlan, Patricia
Title: **A secret shared**

Personal author: Manternach, Karla
Title: **Meena lost and found**

Personal author: Manushkin, Fran
Title: **Pedro is rich**

Personal author: Manzanero, Paula
Title: **Where is Chichen Itza?**
Personal author: Martin, Ann M.
Title: Karen's school picture

Personal author: McDonald, Megan
Title: Judy Moody in a Monday mood

Personal author: McGovern, Cammie
Title: Frankie and amelia

Personal author: McQuinn, Anna
Title: Lola sleeps over

Personal author: Medina, Nico
Title: Where is the Great Barrier Reef?

Personal author: Messner, Kate
Title: Over and under the canyon

Personal author: Miller, Pat Zietlow
Title: What can you do with a rock?

Personal author: Minor, Wendell
Title: Pumpkin heads

Personal author: Montgomery, Heather L.
Title: What's in your pocket? : collecting nature's treasures

Personal author: Montijo, Rhode
Title: Stick together!

Personal author: Morales, Yuyi
Title: Bright star

Personal author: Norman, Kim
Title: One-osaurus, two-osaurus

Personal author: Nuurali, Siman
Title: Sadiq and the big election

Personal author: O'Connor, Jim
Title: Where is the Colosseum?

Personal author: Ott, Alexandra
Title: Legend of the Realm
Personal author: Paulsen, Gary
Title: How to train your dad

Personal author: Peirce, Lincoln
Title: Big Nate. Aloha!

Personal author: Powers, Edgar J.
Title: Super Turbo and the fire-breathing dragon

Personal author: Raúl the Third
Title: iVamos! Let’s cross the bridge

Personal author: Regan, Lisa
Title: Monster laughs joke book

Personal author: Rinker, Sherri Duskey
Title: Construction site: road crew, coming through!

Personal author: Rocco, John
Title: Hurricane

Personal author: Scieszka, Jon
Title: Mission three: the perfect planet

Personal author: Seeger, Laura Vaccaro
Title: Red

Personal author: Shamir, Ruby
Title: Margaret Chase Smith

Personal author: Sima, Jessie
Title: Hardly haunted

Personal author: Simpson, Dana
Title: Unicorn playlist: another Phoebe and her unicorn adventure

Personal author: Soontornvat, Christina
Title: Diary of an ice princess. Frost friends forever

Personal author: Stilton, Geronimo
Title: The missing movie

Personal author: Stilton, Thea
Title: Thea Stilton and the treasure seekers III Legend of the maze
Personal author: Stine, Megan
Title: Where is Easter Island?

Personal author: Stokes, Jonathan W.
Title: The thrifty guide to medieval times: a handbook for time travelers

Personal author: Sykes, Julie
Title: Zara and Moonbeam

Personal author: Trueit, Trudi Strain
Title: The dragon's blood

Personal author: Virr, Paul
Title: Monster laughs

Personal author: Weber, Audrey Helen
Title: On the day the horse got out

Personal author: Wenzel, Brendan
Title: Inside Cat

Personal author: Wolfe, Helen
Title: Unstoppable: women with disabilities

Personal author: Yolen, Jane
Title: The Leather Apron Club: Benjamin Franklin, his son Billy, and America's first circulating library

Personal author: Zakroff, Casey
Title: Whales